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I

n an increasingly interconnected world, the discourse surrounding international norm settings
in cyberspace has taken center stage. Digital rivalries between major world powers, particularly the United States and China, have necessitated a reevaluation of geopolitical affiliations by a
number of historically neutral or non-aligned nations, such as India, Brazil, and others, when these
countries take into consideration their national economic and security concerns. It is evident that,
in this situation of increasingly great power polarity, many countries are seeking the creation of an
alternative political space that allows them to exercise strategic autonomy. The formation of the
Non-Aligned Movement in 1961 was a product of similar desires, and the same incentive now exists
that demands a relook at traditional notions of non-alignment, as well as the emergence of new
conceptualizations of non-alignment for a digital age.
Firstly, this paper addresses the increasingly heated debate on digital issues, and the various geopolitical, economic and security concerns that have arisen out of them, with a focus on 5G implementation as a case study. It also analyzes the traditionalist notion of the Non-Aligned Movement
(“NAM”)—its concerns, advocacy efforts, and the space it occupies within this digital age. Secondly, the paper engages with the notion of Europe as the new face of non-alignment, and details the
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individual and divergent concerns plaguing leading European nations. It also proposes a model for
European integration on the 5G issue, through regional collaboration, flexibility, and identification
of common ground. Finally, the paper attempts to bring together the traditional ideas of non-alignment with the emerging ones, and proposes a joint 5G Initiative requiring involvement of leaders in
the European Union (“EU”) as well as NAM, to usher in a new era of digital non-alignment.
The formation of the Non-Aligned Movement itself came from the desire to exercise greater collective bargaining power against existing “superpowers,” while remaining detached from the conflict. The members of NAM concerned themselves with ensuring that they were not left as mere
spectators in paramount issues of global importance, such as the nuclear arms race. They first
came together to demand that a seat at the nuclear policy-making table could not be restricted
solely to those states that were the reason for, or part of, the problem, and that being a potential victim of the use of nuclear weapons was a sufficient stake in the issue. Given that technology was a
crucial factor in the clash between the United States and the Soviet Union during the first Cold War,
it is unsurprising that the current conflict between the United States and China is being termed as
the “next Cold War” and is similarly entrenched within emerging digital technology issues.1
A major issue of global concern that finds itself center stage at present is the deployment of fifth
generation cellular networks, or 5G, and therefore is the primary focus of this analysis. Although
the 5G debate may be seen as newly emerging, its foundations were laid down years ago, when, in
2012, the US House Intelligence Committee released an “Investigative Report on the US National
Security Issues Posed by Chinese Telecommunications Companies Huawei and ZTE.”2 The Investigative Report primarily raised concerns on the surveillance capabilities of these companies,
and the national security threat to the US that letting them set up on American soil would pose. This
escalated in 2020, when the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) formally designated
Huawei and ZTE as “national security threats” on account of accusations of their affiliations with
the Chinese government, and of their harvesting data of US citizens.3
The strengths in Chinese 5G technology lie primarily in the higher quality and its lower cost as compared to the technology offered by its European competitors.4 However, concerns over Chinese
technology have never been about quality considerations, but rather suspicion over surveillance
and security issues, and the increasing supremacy accorded to these concerns over economic
considerations has led to a cascading effect across the world economy. This is only exacerbated
through Chinese surveillance laws, which mandate cooperation with the government upon request,5 as well as the existing affiliation that exists between large Chinese companies and the ruling
Communist Party.6 The blocking of Huawei and ZTE by the US have been accompanied by restrictions on chip-making equipment, leading to losses amounting to billions of dollars in profits for
the semiconductor industry.7 The consequences of these measures within the US are not restricted to monetary losses only, but go beyond them into constricting the amount the semiconductor
companies can spend on research and development into improving their own technology.8 Simultaneously, the Chinese semiconductor industry remains underdeveloped and reliant on foreign—
mostly US—chip providers, or European manufacturers of semiconductor fabrication machinery,
and therefore the ban had an impact on Chinese semiconduction production as well. Therefore,
the trade war on semiconductors could lead to the unintended effect of a decline in the quality of
cutting-edge technology within the US, while simultaneously hampering China from building expertise in specialist chips. The conflict will also manifest itself in developing nations, specifically
those in Eastern Europe and Africa, where Chinese equipment, due to its substantially lower cost,
forms the bulk of the basis of Internet access in the region.9 While the US may be able to afford
the economic consequences of banning Chinese companies, taking this hardline stance without
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providing its developing friends and allies with an alternative may end with the world divided not
only on political lines, but with a redrawing of those lines out of economic necessity, and with states
prioritizing the responsibility they have to their own people.
The pervasive nature of this dispute cannot be constrained bilaterally to one between the US and
China. It is part of a wider supply chain security issue, given the opposing interests and alliances at
stake, and could lead to the burgeoning of a “Cold War 2.0,” which is to be fought not on moralistic
and ideological grounds, but instead on technological lines through trade battles and economic
coercion.10 Countries such as the United Kingdom (“UK”), which had initially allowed Huawei’s participation in its 5G infrastructure, have reversed their decision on security grounds.11 Countries in
the Gulf, such as Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, and Qatar, etc.,12 as well as Asian powers such as India,13
have also been forced by their various specific geopolitical concerns, weighed against economic
interests as well as foreign pressure, to enter into the 5G debate.
To mitigate the impact of this conflict, NAM must once again come together to ensure the free flow
of technology and data, while simultaneously guaranteeing protection to the sovereign interests
of nations. There must be an active attempt to achieve digital non-alignment, which requires economic investments and political strategy decisions to be made in such a way so as to avoid dependence on digital products from either the US or China.14 The members of NAM are uniquely placed
in this regard, since their individual geopolitical and economic considerations often compel them toward non-alignment as a political
NAM must once again
philosophy. To achieve their objectives, NAM has made submiscome together to
sions to various multilateral forums such as the Open-ended Workensure the free flow of
ing Group (“OEWG”) as established by the UN General Assembly.

technology and data,

The primary concerns on international cybersecurity iterated by
while simultaneously
NAM are first, that cyberspace will become a “theatre of military opguaranteeing protection
erations” through the development of cyber-offensive capabilities
to the sovereign
and the malicious use of ICTs, which will adversely impact the integinterests of nations.
rity and security of state infrastructure.15 Second, there is the possibility of the adoption of unilateral measures beyond the ambit of the
Charter of the United Nations and international law, which must be avoided so as not to impede
the economic and social development of affected countries. Third, there is the concern that the
development of an international legal framework would not be consensus-based but “top down”
by a very small, self-appointed group, and therefore NAM has advocated for a framework within
the UN with “active and equal” participation of all states. This must be accompanied by a multilateral inclusive institutional platform solely dedicated to international cooperation on safeguarding
the peaceful uses of ICTs. Their final concern is that the digital divide between connected and less
connected nations will continue to impact them adversely, leading to NAM recommendation that
the digital divide be transformed into digital opportunities, for inclusive and non-discriminatory access to knowledge, and extension of support to developing countries in capacity building.
The final report by the OEWG addresses most of the concerns put forth by NAM, barring the recommendation that the legal framework must be accompanied by a “multilateral inclusive institutional platform dedicated to international cooperation on safeguarding the peaceful use of ICTs.”16
The NAM statement, though ambiguous, may be seen as seeking the establishment of a permanent forum within the UN, which is multilateral, inclusive and institutionally dedicated to international cooperation in ICTs. However, the OEWG report reiterates the OEWG itself as a “democratic,
transparent, and inclusive platform” as well as the initiator of regular institutional dialogue on the
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developments in ICTs in the context of international security. There exists a visible contrast between NAM’s constant emphasis on multilateralism,17 which is theoretically defined as the coordinated diplomatic interaction of three or more states in international politics, often accompanied by
a commitment to certain core values,18 and the OEWG’s insistence on restricting “multilateral” only
to the level of dialogue that must be achieved. Further, in a sphere where discourse is increasingly
divided, the fear of resort to unilateralism and unilateral solutions is pervasive, and that is why NAM
views multilateralism as the only sustainable method of addressing these security concerns.
The enhanced focus on the security implications of 5G, and the pervasive presence of national
security concerns in 5G decisions taken by countries such as India, the UK, and the US, etc., evince
that this issue has become entrenched within a sphere that has traditionally been governmental
prerogative. National security issues are at the forefront of what states consider primarily governmental decisions, which may justify the necessarily multilateral leaning of the 5G debate in recent
times. Effective multistakeholder involvement in 5G would, therefore, be limited to non-critical
spheres such as infrastructure development and capacity building, and a governmental prioritization of national security concerns may overshadow these. Further, existing multilateral forums,
such as the International Telecommunications Union (“ITU”), that are working on telecommunications and could contribute to the 5G debate by inclusion of their existing stakeholder groups, have
so far directed their focus toward a technical analysis of the costs and vulnerabilities of the 5G network, rather than transforming themselves into a forum for engagement on the broader discourse
around 5G.19 This change of focus is perhaps linked to the existing ITU Secretary-General Zhao
Houlin being a Chinese national, and China being the fifth-largest contributor to the ITU’s budget as
well, which has allowed it to play a central role in international standard setting.20
However, a leaning toward multilateralism need not mean the exclusion of the multistakeholder
model, as evinced by the nonstate consultation process around the first UN OEWG,21 or the accessibility of the Group of Governmental Experts on Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems (“GGE
LAWS”) to non-state actor participation. The GGE LAWS, for instance, a primarily inter-governmental forum, contains representatives of non-governmental organizations, various law schools,
universities, and research institutes who also actively participate and contribute, despite LAWS
ostensibly being an issue of national security.22 Therefore, the multilateral approach adopted by the
GGE on LAWS is not independent of stakeholder input, to ensure transparency and accountability in the process. Similarly, primarily multistakeholder models, such as the Internet Governance
Forum (“IGF”), have proposed extensions such as the IGF Plus, which is intended to provided additional multistakeholder and also multilateral legitimacy.23 These proposals recognize the importance of multilateral input in addressing shortcomings of the multistakeholder model, such as lack
of actionable outcomes due to limited government participation, especially from small and developing countries.
Simultaneously, while NAM members often attempt to maintain neutrality to access these multistakeholder frameworks, they are compelled by their own competing economic and security
interests to take a stance on such issues. For instance, the Indian position on 5G was reflective of
a desire to balance these interests, which devolved into an increasingly clear exclusion of China
from the Indian market. Though India initially permitted all applicants to participate in 5G trials,24 a
security review was later mandated with an emphasis on Chinese companies specifically,25 and
the border skirmish in the Galwan valley led to a ban on 260 Chinese smart phone apps on national
security grounds.26 Subsequently, the Department of Telecommunications of India permitted the
conduction of trials for the usage and application of 5G technology by telecom service providers,
including Ericsson, Nokia, Samsung, and C-DOT, with a notable absence of Chinese equipment
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manufacturers.27 India’s position, with it being a founding and influential member of NAM, may influence other members of NAM to clarify their strategic orientations, and to abandon neutrality in
favor of crucial national interests.
In other spheres of international debate where NAM has exercised influence, their statements carry weight because the interests of all their members align, such as in the case of LAWS under the
Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which
May Be Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects (“CCW”). The statement made by NAM before the GGE concretely calls for a legally binding international instrument
that has provisions both for the prohibition and regulation of LAWS.28 Through extensive lobbying,
especially with states that are concerned about the increasingly asymmetric nature of warfare
and reflecting such concerns in their statements, NAM was able to achieve consensus building
on a polarized issue, and exert their influence on a global stage. In the case of LAWS, members
of NAM are similarly situated, since most developing nations have not achieved the technological
advancement necessary to develop their own fully autonomous weapons systems. However, unlike LAWS, the individualistic national security nature of the 5G debate presents a diverging set of
state-specific issues when compared to the global ethical and security concerns of asymmetric
warfare that LAWS raises.29 Therefore, similar consensus building across all emerging technologies will mean achieving the unlikely goal of setting aside these individual security concerns in
favor of collective interests.
With the positions of the members of NAM and their alliances in the Digital Cold War remaining
uncertain, it remains to be seen whether Europe can provide a middle ground among the technological protectionism and trade clashes escalating globally. The absence of a unified position
within Europe on the 5G issue is indicative of a larger divide in the European system itself. The 5G
debate was most politicized within the United Kingdom, where access was initially granted to Huawei; however, following the sanctions imposed on Huawei by Washington, UK mobile providers
were subsequently, first, banned from buying new Huawei 5G equipment and, second, mandated
to remove any existing equipment by 2027.30 The economic
infeasibility of such decisions is highlighted by the UK Digital
It remains to be seen
Secretary, who estimated the cost of this move to be two bilwhether Europe can
lion pounds, coupled with two to three years of delay in the 5G
provide a middle ground
rollout.31

among the technological
protectionism and trade
clashes escalating globally.

The UK is one of the staunchest allies of the United States, and
therefore, the political necessity demanding the UK’s position
in this conflict is understandable. However, Germany, another
US ally, has also been internally divided on the 5G issue, taking a position of “strategic equidistance,” which is reflected both in its legal and policy approaches to the 5G issue; not wishing to impact mutually beneficial trade relations with China. For instance, on the legal front, Germany’s new
amendments to the Information Technology Security Act contain what is popularly known as the
“Huawei clause,”32 which, interestingly, provides for a two-part assessment mechanism, consisting
of a technical evaluation accompanied by a declaration that the components purchased cannot
be used for sabotage or espionage.33 While ostensibly a neutral measure, the law is qualified by the
requirement that vendor safety provisions, through the exclusion of vendors, are only triggered if all
authorities involved unanimously wish to ban a vendor, which, given the wide ranging and controversial nature of this debate, is an unlikely occurrence. Accompanied by a lack of specific exclusion
of any one vendor, notably Huawei, the increased legal hurdles in banning vendors are an attempt
to walk a fine line between pressure from the US and the protection of its own economic interests.34
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Germany’s position on 5G and the primacy it accorded to economic considerations over external
pressure is likely to be followed by other members of the EU, and similar measures were adopted
by France and Italy, while softer stances were taken by Hungary, Spain, and Slovakia, etc.35 The
Italian government, similar to the German approach, has retained the power to veto any deals for
the supply of 5G which it views as a threat to its national security. This power has, in fact, been exercised in the case of Huawei, where their deal with Fastweb was prohibited due to the processing of
highly sensitive data involved. However, Vodafone (UK) recently secured approval to use Huawei
equipment, illustrating that there is no clear targeting of Chinese manufacturers under the law.36
France has taken another divergent approach, by adopting a phase-out process, and prohibiting
renewal of licenses for Huawei equipment—thereby ensuring that within three to eight years the
country is not reliant on the same.37
Hungary however, remains open to cooperating with China on economic and technological issues, and Huawei has been allowed to open a new research and development center in Budapest,
which is largely seen as favoring Hungary’s strategic and economic interests.38 Further, barring
restrictions at the broader, multilateral level of the EU, Hungary has no incentive to incur the kind
of costs that removal of Chinese companies from within its economy would require, when they
have already begun working together in key areas such as public institutions, emergency services,
educational and health institutions, and public, state-owned companies.39 Similarly, Spain has adopted a “neutral and independent” approach, refusing to de facto ban any supplier outright, and
instead adopting a risk assessment mechanism to allow or ban mobile companies from partaking
in the 5G rollout.40 Poland and Romania have further signed bilateral deals with the United States
to permit only “trusted” suppliers of 5G networks, a move that has been challenged by Huawei as
violative of EU law.41
The varying political, security, and economic considerations that accompany the 5G debate have
led to an absence of an extreme stance, notably a ban, being taken by Brussels. The report issued
by the EU on coordinated risk assessment on cybersecurity in 5G networks identifies a key risk in
the implementation of 5G as an increased and major dependance on a single supplier, which could
lead to supply interruptions.42 Further, the report identifies that dependence on suppliers presenting a “high degree of risk” increases the impact of vulnerabilities and their exploitation by third party
malicious actors. EU as a whole seems to be adopting a flexible approach, allowing its members to
determine what part Chinese companies can play in their 5G networks.43 The EU endorses individual risk assessment mechanisms, which demand evaluation of vendors on technical competency
as well as national security concerns. The potential for consensus building lies in flexibility, as well
as in risk assessments which could also include mandatory signing of “no-spy” agreements with
high-risk vendors, such as the one Huawei was willing to sign with governments including the UK.44
The EU is considering a collective risk assessment model, whereby vendors would be declared
as high risk at a regional level, and would be subject to security enhancement obligations, allowing the EU to achieve their objective of cooperation on cybersecurity.45 Further, since the primary
competitors to Chinese 5G developers are companies founded within Europe, such as Vodafone,
Ericsson, and Nokia, etc., a regional funding model to provide alternatives to Chinese equipment
may be considered.46 These proposed alternatives could form an integral part of European digital
policy to ensure that technological sovereignty, which is European autonomy in the digital sector,
is a realizable aim.
Traditionally, the European governance model focuses on establishment of multistakeholder efforts,47 giving non-state actors authority in policy processes at a global scale. However, consensus
building surrounding 5G and other cybersecurity issues requires a renewed focus into multilateral-
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ism to ensure broader global cooperation. The EU has adopted the multistakeholder model in their
other region-wide initiatives, such as the General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”), where the
European Commission, an inter-governmental body, established a multistakeholder expert group
under its aegis to assist the identification of challenges in GDPR application from different stakeholder perspectives.48 The European experience during and after both World Wars necessitated
protection for privacy and personal information, which then evolved into fundamental rights in the
EU.49 In the US, however, privacy rights are balanced with commercial interests of other entities,
and data privacy occasionally finds itself fundamentally opposed to the absolutist protection given to free speech within the US.50 China has taken a third approach to data protection through a
patchwork of legal instruments and non-binding rules, which has brought it closer to global standards.51 In the sphere of data protection, the GDPR stands out as the instrument that places privacy at its forefront, not only within the EU, but it also requires data transfers from countries outside
the EU to comply with these stringent norms. While concerns have been raised over the economic
feasibility of these for smaller businesses, the EU has largely emerged as an alternative to the minimalist and state-centered data protection models of US and China, to set its own global standards.
The level of protection under the GDPR was upheld only through the creation of various bilateral
and plurilateral instruments mandating GDPR or other similar protection as the minimum standard.
Therefore, while multistakeholderism played a crucial role in the conceptualization and implementation of the GDPR at an EU-wide level, multilateralism helped translate the GDPR into the global
baseline for data protection. As a result, through increased cooperation at the regional level, continuous dialogue and knowledge sharing, Europe could be uniquely placed to lead the way in consensus building at a global level—its desire for strategic autonomy and appreciation of European
interests giving it a central NAM-like role.52
A review of the position taken by NAM, along with the comprehensive analysis on the European dilemma, raises the question of a potential alliance for the future of digital non-alignment. The
conceptualization of non-alignment has historically been linked to neutrality. However, neutrality is
not a static concept, and the ability of a state to remain neutral depends on each state’s prevailing
individual political, geostrategic, economic, and social conditions. The primacy given to ideology
during the first Cold War no longer exists today, and countries prefer to prioritize their economic
and security interests. Viewing technological issues through political lenses, such as is being done
by the US in their outright ban on Chinese equipment, is a myopic vision that the US expects its
allies to unconditionally adopt. Unsurprisingly, countries in the EU
and within NAM do not see this issue in such distinct black and white
The 5G debate is only
terms, and wish to segregate their economic dealings with China
the beginning of a
from their political ramifications.

world divided along

The 5G debate is only the beginning of a world divided along techtechnological lines, with
nological lines, with the US and China primarily facilitating this dithe US and China primarily
vide. The digital era brings with it new challenges and concerns
facilitating this divide.
that plague countries today, and, in a digitally globalized world, the
solutions to these problems necessitate global cooperation. Some
of the key considerations that the UN Roadmap for Digital Cooperation highlights are the requirement for an inclusive digital economy and society, human and institutional capacity building, digital
human rights, digital trust and security, and global digital cooperation.53 An absence of one of the
above may impact the others, such as in the 5G debate, where the absence of digital trust and security due to use of what is perceived to be potentially malicious technology, directly and adversely
hinders global digital cooperation in other areas.
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The solutions to these concerns highlighted by the UN Roadmap require global cooperation initiatives, bringing together diverse approaches to governance frameworks, thereby incorporating
both NAM’s focus on multilateralism, and the EU focus on multistakeholderism, to create platforms
such as a joint EU-NAM 5G Initiative. 5G is an issue in which EU and NAM are uniquely placed, with
their economic considerations requiring the creation of a non-aligned alternative to the US-China binary. The joint 5G Initiative could pave the way for EU-NAM cooperation on other digital issues of global concern, especially where there exists a similar convergence of positions due to
prioritization of economic concerns, absence of existing, sufficiently competitive alternatives for
self-reliance, and a desire to exercise collective influence to de-escalate global repercussions of
trade conflicts. There will necessarily exist areas within cybersecurity where such cooperation
may be unable to be achieved, such as data protection, where Europe’s advanced technological
infrastructure, coupled with regional cultural influences, allows it to place privacy on the highest
pedestal—something which the primarily developing countries that compose NAM are unable to
do.54 However, the proposed initiative remains crucial for opening a dialogue of digital cooperation
focused on non-alignment between two regional groups that have not exercised formal opportunities for collaboration in the past. It could also be a steppingstone to the creation of a multilateral
inclusive institutional platform as NAM has called for,55 with a more even distribution of power within it. Such an initiative could be set up jointly by NAM and the EU, with one influential country from
each grouping being given joint leadership. For instance, an EU-NAM initiative led by Germany and
India would ensure that countries that are seen as key players within their respective regions are
provided a platform to lead collaboration on a global scale. Given that the India–EU summit has
already begun discussions on collaboration in the field of 5G,56 and India’s upcoming presidency
of the G20,57 India’s leadership role here will facilitate coordination not only with NAM but also with
the EU. This initiative must be subsequently promoted and encouraged at meetings within the EU,
as well as at preparatory and official summit meetings of the NAM Contact Group. After achieving
sufficient interest generation, preparatory dialogue for various administrative aspects of the Initiative may begin, which would include discussions on the Secretariat, funding, and cooperative
frameworks, etc.
The crux of the initiative should be its approach toward 5G technologies—especially given the divergent positions of various states that would be party to this initiative. Most developing countries
within the 5G debate are primarily concerned with avoiding technological asymmetry and do not
wish to be left behind in the 5G race, nor deprived of its infrastructural benefits that would improve
crucial areas such as health, education, and defense, etc.58 However, these desires are sometimes
overshadowed by the national security concerns at stake, which have been at the heart of the debate surrounding 5G. Therefore, the initiative must adopt a flexible yet cohesive framework, taking
inspiration from initiatives for regional cooperation adopted within the EU. Ideas such as collective
risk assessment models, flexibility—with a margin of appreciation given to each member state to
the extent to which high risk vendors shall be used, subject to certain additional safeguards such
as “no-spy” agreements, entity-level identification of high-risk vendors, an emphasis on the phasing out of high-risk vendors by 2030, etc., would ensure that there is a degree of interoperability
achieved within the initiative while still accounting for individualistic national concerns.
Simultaneously, while high-risk vendors, traditionally considered to be Huawei and ZTE due to
pervasive domestic law requirements in China,59 are being phased out of the backbone of national
networks, alternatives to these high-quality and low-cost technologies must also be considered
to ensure that developing countries are not left without access to 5G. The funding model adopted
by the EU-NAM initiative could be used to create a 5G Implementation Initiative under the aegis of
the broader initiative, where regional players from the EU and NAM member states can come to-
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gether to collectively develop alternatives to Chinese technologies. These would require existing
market players within the EU to collaborate with companies working on 5G within other states who
are party to the initiative to collaboratively develop these viable and cost-effective alternatives. The
initiative must ensure that it creates space for those countries that wish to rely on Chinese 5G technology, through imposing greater compliance obligations, while also providing alternatives to other
countries moving away from Chinese technology on security grounds.
The Initiative may also lead the way in ensuring global adoption of proposals such as a Digital Stability Board, modeled around the Financial Stability Board, which could play a crucial role in regulation, best practices, and standard setting.60 The Digital Stability Board, as visualized by the Centre
for International Governance Innovation, is seen as an intergovernmental body, working with various stakeholders on the coordination and development of standards on an inclusive list of digital
concerns.61 The current centrality of 5G implies that the Board could play a role in norm setting in
the sphere, and also pave the way for the development of norms around 6G. Since one of the proposals in this regard is for the Board to oversee personal information as data trusts,62 which is being
incorporated into the domestic law of countries such as India,63 the
Initiative would be uniquely placed to craft multilateral consensus
The Initiative may also lead
on this. Given China’s large investments in Europe, and its efforts
the way in ensuring global
toward European partnerships,64 the Initiative could also pave the
adoption of proposals
way for a multilateral dialogue with China. This would allow the inisuch as a Digital Stability
tiative to truly achieve non-alignment in the digital sphere.

Board, modeled around
the Financial Stability
Board, which could play a
crucial role in regulation,
best practices, and
standard setting.

Despite evident ideological and political divides between certain
members of the EU and NAM, including on issues that form a core
part of digital cooperation, they are at least temporarily bound by
the mutual desire to remain independent in a primarily bilateral
conflict, with the world caught in its crosshairs. Therefore, a digital
future led jointly and equally by the EU and NAM through this initiative could provide an attractive model of non-alignment for a large
number of countries in Africa, Asia, and South America, who find themselves torn between either
end of this debate, and assist them in achieving a balance in an increasingly polarized world. Digital non-alignment must be secured by leaders of the EU and NAM, since the fate of the digital era
and the de-escalation of a Digital Cold War rests on this unlikely, yet mutually beneficial, potential
alliance for the future.
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